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The Insurance Center is Live with I-Engineering’s ALIS Enterprise System
The Premier Agency Management System Launched by an
Alaskan Managing General Agency
Shelton, CT, June 11, 2019 – I-Engineering, Inc. is pleased to
announce the launch of the ALIS Enterprise System with The
Insurance Center, a locally-owned Managing General Agency
based in Anchorage, Alaska. The Insurance Center handles a
large variety of risks and has selected I-Engineering’s ALIS
system as its one source technology solution. The ALIS platform
offers MGAs, Wholesalers and Program Administrators the
ability to fully automate all insurance business processing, including the submission process, rate, quote, bind,
policy issuance, accounting, claims, document management and reporting. Built around a sophisticated rules
engine, I-Engineering’s web-based system allows users to process business according to their customized
workflow. I-Engineering’s ALIS solution is adaptable and can expand exponentially as The Insurance Center
continues to grow in the future.
Joshua Korver, President of The Insurance Center, is impressed with the ease with which his business was able
to transition to the ALIS platform. “ALIS is a much easier system to learn than what we were previously using.
I-Engineering has created a much easier interface experience and a lot of tasks have been simplified,” Korver
said. “The benefits of the ALIS platform are almost too many to enumerate. They have vastly changed the
operations of my particular agency.”
“Because we are smaller, I don't have an in-house I.T. person,” Korver explained, “I had to lean a lot more heavily
on my implementation manager and my account manager at I-Engineering. Their customer service is top notch.
With their support and technical expertise, we were up and running much quicker than I had anticipated.”
Naval Kapoor, President and CEO of I-Engineering said, “Working with The Insurance Center to bring them the
ALIS system has been very gratifying for our team. It is exciting to know I-Engineering’s intuitive agency
management system is already having a huge impact on the quality, speed and efficiency of their business. We
are pleased to serve as their technology foundation with ALIS as the solution to meet all of their encompassing
technology needs. Everyone at I-Engineering strives to provide our clients with the highest level of customer
service and we look forward to serving as an important part of their continued growth and success.”
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About The Insurance Center
Founded in 1981, The Insurance Center is an Alaskan Corporation based in Anchorage. The locally-owned
Managing General Agency represents national and international Property and Casualty insurance providers. The
Insurance Center’s team of dedicated and experienced employees has over 100 years of insurance experience,
serving their valued agents throughout Alaska. For more information, visit www.insurancecenteralaska.com.
About I-Engineering, Inc
Since 1999, I-Engineering has worked with MGAs, Wholesalers, Program Administrators and Carriers to
implement customized P&C insurance software solutions that enhance productivity and speed to market. Our
product offering includes an all-encompassing Agency Management System, Policy Management System for
London, Program Administration System and customized Comparators for Commercial & Personal Lines.
I-Engineering, located in Shelton, CT, develops and markets Integrated Insurance Solutions to provide MGAs and
Wholesalers with a modern, technologically friendly working environment. We have created and implemented
a sophisticated collection of cutting-edge insurance software solutions. I-Engineering’s ALIS Enterprise System,
an all-in-one solution, provides Rating with Web Services, Quoting, Policy Issuance and Management, Workflow
and Document Management and Full Accounting. A sophisticated agent portal is integrated with ALIS to allow
producers to get quotes on a real-time basis. This fully integrated system provides MGAs and Wholesalers endto-end solutions.
I-Engineering is a proud member of many P&C insurance organizations, including Target Markets, WSIA, CIWA,
FSLA, PIA & TSLA. To learn more, visit www.i-engineering.com.
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